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Summary

Heterosis is a measure of the superior performance of the crossbreds relative to the average of
purebred parental populations involved in cross-breeding, due to favorable non-allelic gene
interactions. Ignoring epistatic interactions, the extent of heterosis depends on the degree of
dominance and its direction and difference in allele frequencies of the contributing loci. In this
study we analyzed the possible association of heterosis with a sperm quality trait (percentage of
live sperm) in bulls of admixed Swiss Fleckvieh, a composite of Simmental and Holstein
Friesian, applying genome-wide mapping with genetic markers (SNP). Total of 41,749
phenotypic records of percentage of live sperm for both purebred and admixed bulls were used.
After quality control of genotypes, 1,169 bulls with 38,205 SNP remained for analyses. The
model for single locus mapping consisted of genetic effect of bulls, fixed effects (age,
contemporary groups, ejaculate intervals and semen collector), additive SNP effect, genomic
breed percent and genomic breed dominance component of heterosis. For percentage of live
sperm 10 significant signals on chromosomes 3, 4, 5, 7, 13 and 14 were detected. Four of these
regions contained genes related to spermatogenesis.
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Introduction

Crossbreeding is a widely used mating system in livestock which is the result of
interbreeding of purebred parental populations from at least two distinct breeds or lines.
Systematic crossbreeding optimizes genetic merit of crossbred offspring by introducing
favorable genes, decreasing inbreeding depression and benefits of gene interaction of heterosis.
Heterosis or hybrid vigor is the complementary and opposite phenomenon of inbreeding
depression, where the progeny of crossing of the inbred lines shows an increase of those
characters suffering from inbreeding (Falconer & Mackay, 1996). The amount of heterosis
depends on the degree of dominance and its direction in the contributed loci, the difference of
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allele frequencies between parental populations and epistatic interaction between loci for the
special trait (Falconer & Mackay, 1996).

Following the recent advances in genotyping technology and single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP), the animal breeding research community has largely focused on using
the genomic markers to study of population structure, genomic inbreeding and associated
phenomena.

In this study, we aim to map heterosis effects with single locus models, using breed
ancestry of the two alleles of a locus. Mixed ancestry in a single locus is considered as
dominance component of heterosis (single locus heterosis), while the additive breed effect on a
locus as well as the additive of the actual SNP genotype are also included. The trait investigated
is percentage of live sperm in pure Simmental and Red Holstein Friesian as well as the admixed
Swiss Fleckvieh bulls from an AI station in Switzerland.

Materials and methods

Phenotypes and Genotypes

For the 1,298 Red Holstein Friesian (RHF), Simmental (SI) and admixed Swiss Fleckvieh
bulls, 68,475 records on ejaculate volume (ml), concentration (109/ml) and percentage of live
sperm from 2000 to 2015 were received from an artificial insemination (AI) station in Mülligen,
Switzerland. For this study we used percentage of live sperm. The ejaculate records for
percentage of live sperm which were in the range of the mean ± 3 standard deviation were kept
for the analyses. After phenotypes filtering, the 41,749 records for 1,296 bulls remained for the
analyses.

Both pure and admixed bulls were genotyped by Illumina® Bovine SNP 50k, 150k and 777k
BeadChip. The imputed genotype data using FImpute software (Sargolzaei et al., 2014) to a
subset of 44,999 SNP were received from Swissherdbook cooperative Zollikofen. The standard
quality control was performed with PLINK (Chang et al., 2015; Purcell et al., 2007) to exclude
monomorphic SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.05, those with call rate of < 0.95 and
those deviated from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P-value < 10-5), and finally 38,205 SNPs for
1,169 bulls remained for the analyses.

Prediction of local ancestry and dominance component of heterosis

We used LAMP 2.5 (Sankararaman et al., 2008) in LAMPANC mode to infer locus-specific
ancestry at each SNP position along the genome of admixed bulls. Configurations for LAMP
were as in our previous study (Khayatzadeh et al., 2016). Ancestry origin of each SNP was
estimated for each admixed bull with respect to two pure ancestral populations, representing
the proportion of each ancestry (0, 0.5 and 1). The 0 and 1 values indicate that two alleles at
each single locus have the same origin and 0.5 indicates that each allele originate from different
ancestral population at corresponding locus. Furthermore, the intra-locus (dominance)
component of heterosis was calculated based on LAMP results, and was set to 1 where both
alleles at every single locus have different ancestral origins and 0 where both alleles have the
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same origin (Khayatzadeh et al., 2018).

Genome-wide heterosis mapping model

A linear regression model for dominance component of heterosis mapping similar to
Ferencakovic et al. (2017) was used.

This model was run for each SNP, using MIXED procedure and applying restricted
maximum likelihood (REML) in SAS (SAS/STAT user's guide).

Where denotes the phenotypic value, μ is the overall mean, is the random bull effect by ,
where I is the identity matrix and is the bull variance.

, and are the fixed effects on bull age (<16, 16-72 and >72 months), year and season
(Feb-May, June-Sep and Oct-Jan) of collection, ejaculate interval days between consecutive
ejaculates (3-6, 7-9 and >9 days) and semen collector, respectively.

SNPn, and were the regression coefficients for SNP additive genetic effect, locus-specific
breed percent and breed dominance component of heterosis according to the LAMP results
described above.

Results and discussions

Average percentage of live sperm was 86.28±3.38%. Breed difference and breed
dominance component of heterosis were estimated at global level by taking the average of
breed ancestry and dominance component of heterosis for all incorporated loci for each
individual. These estimates indicated +0.60% live sperm due to breed difference in favor of RHF
compared to SI and a global dominance component of heterosis effect of 1.40 % (Khayatzadeh
et al., 2018).

Single SNP analysis for mapping of genomic regions with effect on dominance component
of heterosis was performed as described above. We did not include genomic relationship
matrix, any corrections for population stratification and polygenic effects as well, because it was
assumed that any kind of these corrections for population structure and relationship can
smooth the heterosis effects. Genome wide significance according to a threshold of p = 10-6was
considered.

A total of 10 regions on chromosomes 3, 4, 5, 7, 13 and 14 with positive effects of
heterosis were identified (Table A1). Manhattan plot for breed dominance component of
heterosis on percentage of live sperm is shown in Figure A1.

The NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), Uniprot (http://www.uniprot.org) and
GeneCards (http://www.genecards.org) were used for gene identification in the significant
regions. Description of the genes with their physical positions on chromosomes and their
function are given in the appendix.

PKDREJ is a protein coding gene on chromosome 5 which encodes a member of the
polycystin protein family. This protein plays a role in human reproduction and fertilization by
generating a calcium2+ transporting channel involved in initiating the acrosome reaction of the
sperm (Fischer et al., 2015; Hamm et al., 2007). THEG gene is also a protein coding gene
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detected on chromosome 7 and is expressed in a nucleus of haploid male germ cells which
involved possibly in spermatogenesis (Mannan et al., 2000). ODF3L2 gene (Nuhrenberg et al.,
2013) is also detected on chromosomes 7, which is paralog with ODF3L1 and SPAG4 is a protein
coding gene on chromosome 13, involved in spermatogenesis and maintenance of the general
polarity of the sperm head. It may also assist the organization and assembly of outer dense
fibers (ODFs), a specific structure of the sperm tail (Fischer et al., 2015).

Conclusion

In this study we modeled single locus heterosis effects (dominance component of
heterosis) for percentage of live sperm along autosomes in admixed Swiss Fleckvieh bulls.
Additive SNP effect, breed percent and breed dominance component of heterosis were taken
into account. Significant signals for heterosis were detected on chromosomes 3, 4, 5, 7, 13 and
14. Several of these regions hosted genes with function in spermatogenesis.
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Appendix

Table A1 Physical positions on detected signals for percent of live sperm and annotated genes
names with their functions
Chromosome Signals positions (Mb) Genes names Functions

3 10.95-15.99
119.00-119.29
120.77
121.37

- -

4 77.10-88.46 - -

5 113.43-117.86 PKDREJ
(117.25-117.27)

Polycystin family receptor
for egg jelly

7 43.05-47.38 THEG (44.63-
44.66)
ODF3L2 (44.75-
44.77)

Spermatid protein

Outer dense fibre of sperm
tail 3like 2

13 32.06
62.49-73.90

SPAG4 (65.49-
65.51)

Sperm associated antigene 4

14 27.03-29.99
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Figure A1. (a) Genome-wide heterosis mapping for percent of live sperm. (b)Significant signals
together with gene name for chromosomes 3, 4, 5, 7, 13 and 14 for percent of live sperm


